
CEO Bride 202 

Chapter 202 

 “I took those items from Sky Blade Group and brought them with me! 

“The detonators were also taken from Sky Blade Group! 

“I also stashed plenty of equipment under my father’s bed! I’ve got top-secret documents belonging to 

other countries and weapon blueprints! 

“It’s why the Sky Blade Group wants me captured!” 

Wesley seemed to have given up putting up a fight and began revealing all his secrets. 

“What does your employer look like? Any defining features? Where do you guys usually meet?” 

“We always meet at the Chateau Hotel. I don’t know what he looks like because there’s always a curtain 

between us!” 

After Wesley finished his sentence, he shuddered violently. 

Blood seeped from the corners of his mouth as he choked out, “I… I’ve told you everything I should… 

Please… please pass my ashes to Jael’s brother… The secrets I’ve told you… should be enough…” 

Nash swept over to Wesley and grabbed his face, forcing his mouth open. 

Sure enough, Wesley had hidden a capsule containing poison in his mouth. 

 reversed the effects of the poison, but he did not 

 life was the best way for him to 

The next day. 

In the afternoon. 

 from the funeral parlor with two other people. 

 brother left with an urn 

 him walk 

 on the phone with Jupiter. 

 smile when she hung 

 smiled. “You look delighted. Did 

 has been reassigned by Chief Zink to work at headquarters, and I’ll be taking over his position. The 

higher-ups at Capiton are 

“That’s great. Congratulations!” 

 and 



 powerful family and was Sagen’s deputy chief 

 surprising to 

 from an ordinary family and had already been overjoyed when she was promoted to team captain after 

two years on the 

 happy for her now that she had been promoted to 

 as he congratulated 

 you, Mr. Calcraft. Chief Holt and I are 

 Wesley if Nash had not helped them, and the 

“I’m the one who should be saying thank you!” 

“You guys were the ones who found the detonator and confirmed it belonged to the Sky Blade Group. 

You were also the ones who looked into Kale and found out about Wesley through that. Besides, you’ve 

been working round the clock for the past few days to find the culprit as soon as possible!” 

“Allow me to thank you and Chief Holt on behalf of the fifty members of the Lewis family!” 

Nash smiled as he extended a hand. 

Angelica also reached out to grasp Nash’s hand. 

Felicity looked at her watch. “It’s noon. Let’s have lunch!” 

Angelica laughed. “Sure. My treat today… 

Felicity said, “No need to treat us. Let’s have something simple back at my place!” 

Felicity had her red-colored Ferrari driven over after completing her sentence. 

Nash and Angelica did not want to turn her down and traveled alongside her to the Snyder 

house. 

Half an hour later, the Ferrari was stopped outside a lavish estate. 

The door was twenty feet wide and had a sign with the words “Snyder Estate” embossed on it in gold 

placed at the very top. 

 


